SIGNING THE FABLES & OTHER USEFUL LINKS

The Fables in sign language

Here are some links to the fables in French Sign Language. We have found them very useful facilitators even for people with no hearing impairment.

The Frog and the Ox
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_z6vkrClg6Q

The Oak and the Reed
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IIk4I988xQ

The Raven and the Fox
https://www.facebook.com/conteenlslf/videos/1200079313350773/

Useful links

Twinkl has a French Fables Resource Pack:
https://www.twinkl.co.uk/resource/t2-l-713-french-fables-resource-pack

Deaf Children Reading Fables: Using ASL Summaries to Improve Reading Comprehension. An interesting abstract from an academic paper:
https://muse.jhu.edu/article/384753/summary

A jazzy take on ‘The Grasshopper and the Ant’ by Django Reinhardt with accompanying cartoon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QfbboranEQk

‘The Grasshopper and the Ant’ again, by a top-notch vocal quartet of the 1950s and 60s, Les Frères Jacques:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkF4ieKyKq4
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